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SUMMARY

In situ vitrification (ISV) is an emerging technology for the remediation of hazardous
and radioactive waste sites. The concept relies on the principle of Joule heating to raise the
temperature of a soil between an array of electrodes above the melting temperature. After
cooling, the melt solidifies into a massive glass and crystalline block similar to naturally
occurring obsidian. Determining the long-term performance of ISV products in a changing
regulatory environment requires a fundamental understanding of the mechanisms controlling

" the dissolution behavior of the material. This is true of ali vitreous waste forms proposed for
hazardous and radioactive waste immobilization and not just ISV products.

A series of experiments was performed to determine the dissolution behavior of
samples produced from the ISV processing of typical soils from the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory subsurface disposal area. Dissolution rate constant measurements
were completed at 90°C over the pH range 2 to 11 for one sample obtained from a field test
of the ISV process. The results showed an intrinsic dissolution rate constant approximately
two orders of magmt_:de smaller than measured on a typical borosilicate waste glass proposed
tor vitrification of high-level radioactive waste. Depending on pH, this translates to a
dissolution rate between 5 to 100 times slower tb.an a waste glass. Extensive static testing of
samples from pilot-scale tests and a field test of the ISV process were also completed.
Devitrified samples from the field test showed statistically significant differences in
dissolution behavior from amorphous samples of equivalent bulk composition taken from
different locations in the melt. Depending on the element considered, and the type and length
of the test, different conclusions could be drawn as to the effect of devitrification on the

durability of the product. These findings illustrate the fallacy of using single point
experiments, such as the product consistency test (PCT) test and materials characterization
center (MCC) tests developed for comparing high-level waste glass durability, to make
reliable comparisons among waste forms. A modeling approach is the only practicable means
of predicting or comparing the long-term durability of these materials.

Using a consistent set of constraints on mineral precipitation, computer simulations
with the EQ3/6 code reproduced the essential features of the solution chemistry observed in
the static tests with a diverse range of ISV product samples of different elemental
composition and thermal history. Differences in elemental releases among the different
samples were predicted to be the result of different secondary solids that form during the
course of the reaction of the ISV product with vcater. Post-test characterization of the

" secondary phases formed in the laboratory tests is needed to validate the model predictions.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In situ vitrification (ISV) is an emerging technology for the remediation of hazardous
and radioactive waste sites. The concept relies on the principle of Joule heating to raise the
temperature of a soil between an array of electrodes above tl:e melting temperature. After
cooling, the melt solidifies into a massive glass and crystalline block. The process is intended
to either destroy a contaminant through pyrolysis and combustion or immobilize the waste in
the product matrix.

There are a number of engineering issues that must be resolved before the ISV concept
may be applied to an actual buried waste site (Nickelson, Luey, and Callow 1992). In
addition to these engineering issues, there are also technical issues associated with the long-
term effectiveness of ISV in reducing the toxicity and mobility of the waste alid in
demonstrating compliance with applicable regulatory requirements. In this report, we do not
address issues associated with the destruction of organic hazardous wastes by the ISV process
but focus on issues associated with the long-term immobilization of the waste materials.

1.1 NEED FOR ISV PRODUCT EVALUATION

The ISV process can produce melting temperatures from approximately 1300°C to
1800°C. These temperatures are 200°C to 700°C higher than the typical processing
temperature for borosilicate waste glasses that have been developed for high-level radioactive
waste disposal. The high melting temperature allows the process to be used on a wide range
of soil compositions and results in a highly stable product similar to naturally occurring
obsidian, which is known to have survived for centuries in the environment (Byers,
Jercinovic, and Ewing 1987). Unfortunately, the visual similarity of the ISV product to
natural obsidian (and waste glass) is often used to infer acceptability of long-term product
performance. In fact, the long-term performance of the ISV products cannot be directly
inferred from the behavior of naturally-occurring obsidians because ISV products are
compositionally and microstructurally dissimilar and the chemical durability of a glass is
highly dependent on its composition (Chick and Piepel 1984), homogeneity (Jantzen and
Bickford 1985), and the conditions under which it is exposed to water (or water vapor).
Acceptability of the ISV process can be derived only by demonstrating acceptable risks to the
public from actual releases and transport paths that result in human exposure from the
remediated site.

There are sufficient data in the published literature to estimate quantitatively the
radiologic dose associated with releases from an ISV product at a low-level waste site. This
simple analysis assumes that the dose contribution D i (uSv/yr) from an individual radionuclide
i that has reached the biosphere can be approximated by

-_.iRi 0

D = mifiVie (1)
W.
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where

M i ---inventory of radionuclide i in the ISV solid

fi = fraction of the radionuclide i that dissolves in the groundwater per unit time (yr1)

Vi= dose conversion factor: dose rate from radionuclide i per unit concentration of i in the
groundwater (,uSv/yr per pCi/L)

Xi= decay constant for radionuclide i (yr 1)

Ri= retardation factor for species i

0= groundwater travel time to biosphere (yr)

Wi- dilution factor- a measure of dilution and dispersion of radionuclide i after release from
the ISV product (m3/yr).

To determine risks from long-term releases from an ISV product, we should solve
Equation (1) for each radionuclide. However, the water travel time 0 and dilution factor Wi
involve a complicated analysis of transport that requires data on the site hydrology and
geochemical interactions with the strata through which the radionuclide must travel to reach
the biosphere. Since this information is not readily available, we simplify the analysis by
examining doses or concentrations in the vicinity of the ISV solid. By setting 0_0, Equation
(1) simplifies to

MifiVi
D. = (2)

W.
I

where Wi is now interpreted as the average groundwater flow rate through the LLW site. By
dividing both sides of Equation (2) by Vi, we obtain a simple expression for the concentration
C, of radionuclide i in the vicinity of the IGY solid:

C. = _Mifi (3)
W.

l

Equation (3) provides a useful means to calculate the concentration of any radionuclide
in groundv,'ater contacting the ISV solid. This concentration can then be compared with
standards set by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act and Safe Drinking Water Act
(SDWA) (Keller 1990). Figure 1 illustrates the results from such a calculation where the
numerator was calculated by conservatively assuming that radionuclide release is controlled
by dissolution of the ISV product, a fixed radionuclide inventory of 10.6 g/g, a surface area of
100 m 2, and an average flow rate of 100 L/yr. The shaded area in Figure 1 represents the
current range in expected dissolution rates for a typical ISV product as reported by McGrail

f
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Figure 1. Comparison of Radionuclide Concentrations in Water Near an
ISV Solid with SDWA Maximum Permissible Concentration.

Shaded area represents typical range in dissolution rate of ISV
products.

and Bates (1992). The results show that the SDWA standards of 15 pCi/L are exceeded by
many orders of magnitude for the intermediate half-life (25,000 < T_<5,000 yr) and short
half-life (T_<5,000 yr) radionuclides and by factors of 10 to 100 for the long-lived
radionuclides. These results should no...Ztbe interpreted as indicating that ISV product
performance is unacceptable. The results do indicate, however, that additional data are

needed on far-field transoort processes and on the dissolution behavior of the ISV product to
demonstrate acceptable radionuclide release rates to the biosphere. Additional data are
particularly needed on radionuclide release from ISV products since many radionuclides are
sparingly soluble in the environment and thus may be released at much lower values than
predicted from the highly conservative dissolution rate model used in the calculations shown
in Figure 1. By combining defensible release rate predictions from the ISV product with
transport in the surrounding geologic media, we expect that the ISV product will indeed meet
all regulatory criteria with a safety factor of perhaps several orders of magnitude.

1.2 PRODUCT EVALUATION APPROACH

Nearly ali of the past work on ISV product evaluation has been directed at performing
short-term laboratory tests to either demonstrate that the product meets "toxicity" criteria
established by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or compare the "leaching"
behavior of ISV p:oducts with natural glasses and high-level nuclear waste glasses. In the

" ' _ li_ , " ii ,



TCLP test established by the EPA, concentration limits are set on a series of heavy metals
and organic compounds that are measured under a prescribed experimental format (Federal
Register 1988). Ali ISV products produced to date have passed the TCLP test specifications.
Unfortunately, the fact that ISV products passed these regulatory tests does not provide
insight into the fundamental mechanisms that determine long-term product performance. The
EPA "toxicity" specifications continue to be revised (usually more restrictive) and no TCLP
"toxicity limits" have been established for radionuclides. The tests have also neglected the
fact that ISV products are complex materials where partitioning of some elements such as Pb
and Se into metallic phases has been observed. Release of partitioned elements may have
little relationship to the chemical durability of the silicate matrix of the ISV product.

Because of these limitations, extensive comparison tests have been performed using
closed-system test methods developed for studies of high-level nuclear waste glass behavior.
The conclusion from these studies is that ISV products have "leach" rates 5 to 100 times
slower than a typical borosilicate waste glass. However, the comparison of "leach rates"
alone cannot be used to demonstrate acceptable product performance as demonstrated by
Pigford and coworkers at the University of California-Berkeley (Pigford, ChambrC, and Lee
1990). In their studies of high-level waste repository performance, they showed that "leach
rate" differences among waste forms had no impact on radionuclide release rates from the
disposal system. Exterior field mass transport was shown to overwhelmingly control the
release rate. This logic is equally applicable to ISV products and other waste forms for waste
immobilization. The slower dissolution rate of an ISV product compared with a high-level
waste glass does not necessarily confer an improvement in performance of the immobilization
system for a given radionuclide. In addition, comparisons of "leach rates" have the
disadvantage of being done under a single set of experimental conditions at a single time.
Evidence in the published literature (Van Isegham and Grambow 1988) and data that will be
presented in this report show that a modeling approach is needed to extrapolate ISV product
behavior in time.

Long-term performance of ISV products must be predicted from a model because
direct laboratory observation of the product performance over time scales >1000 yr is
impossible. Consequently, the goal of our product evaluation studies is not to provide
comparisons between natural or waste glasses, but to develop a source-term model that can
reliably predict the behavior of the material far into the future. The source-term model differs
from empirical approaches used in past programs (Macedo, Barkatt, and Simmons 1982;
Chick and Turcotte 1983) by using models developed from fundamental principles of physics,
chemistry, thermodynamics, and mass transport, lt is these types of models that the Nationai
Research Council has endorsed for assessing the performance of deep geologic repositories
(Pigford et al. 1983). Mechanistic models allow performance predictions to be extrapolated in
time and, more importantly, over environmental conditions that may not have been studied
directly in the laboratory. Consequently, the laboratory testing conducted at Pacific



Northwest Laboratory (PNL) a and reported here includes the measurement of the necessary
rate constants, elemental solubilities, alteration phases, and other factors that are needed to
develop and validate a scientifically-defensible model describing the reaction of an ISV
product with an aqueous solution.

1.3 REPORT ORGANIZATION

This report includes an introduction to the theoretical basis for modeling glass-water
interactions. The theoretical discussion is followed by descriptions of the test materials,
characterization methodology, and sample preparation procedures used in the laboratory
testing. The experimental section also describes the test matrix and procedures for a series of
closed-system isothermal leach tests (static tests) and the apparatus and procedures for single-
pass flow-through experiments. The results are presented in Section 4.0 and discussed in
Section 5.0. Conclusions are summarized in Section 6.0.

aOperated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute under Contract
DE-AC06-76RLO 1830.



2.0 THEORY

The theoretical basis for modeling the reaction of silicate minerals and glasses with
water has been an area of active research for over 20 years, and internationally accepted
models are available that may be applied to the study of ISV glass-water reactions. For the
purposes of this discussion, we provide a brief introduction to modeling the irreversible
dissolution of silicate glasses and minerals in water followed by a description of reaction
kinetics models.

2.1 REACTION PATH
t

Any chemical reaction can be written as

aA +bB _-... = cC +dD +... (4)

where A, B, etc. are the reactants and C, D, etc. are the products. For silicate glasses,
dissolution reactions are irreversible processes and a master variable called reaction progress
(_) is used to describe the overall extent of the conversion of the reactants into products.
Changes in the quantities of the components A, B, etc. are given by

zxnj -- f_i_bjd_ (5)

where

nj = mass of component j in moles

bj = coefficient of component j in the overall reaction.

The state of an aqueous solution with respect to the progress of some reaction between a solid
and solution is commonly given by the saturation index (SI)

Q (6)
SI = log.._

where Q is the ion activity product for the solid and K is the equilibrium constant. Saturation
indices are zero for the case of exact saturation, negative for undersaturation, and positive for
supersaturation. By convention, the SI is related to the chemical affinity of the overall
reaction by

A = 2.303RT.SI (7)

where R is the gas constant and T is temperature. The ion activity product for any reaction is



given by

M

logQ = bH:olog alh o +bo21Ogfo_+_ bslog y _ms (8)
S-'-I

where

all2o = activity of water

fo2 = oxygen fugacity

M = number of aqueous species in reaction

Ys = activity coefficient of species s

ms = molal concentration of species s.

Equations 5 through 8 (along with equations for electrical balance) represent the central
mass action equations needed to calculate the irreversible thermodynamics of glass
dissolution. We have selected the EQ3/6 (Wolery 1983) series of equilibrium/reaction path
computer codes to model the aqueous dissolution behavior of the ISV glasses. The EQ3/6
code was selected over other computer models such as PHREEQE (Parkhurst, Thorstenson,
and Plummer 1980) because of the superior thermodynamic data base and solid-solution
modeling capabilities available with EQ3/6. Although Equations 5-8 provide the essential
information for modeling the chemical evolution of an aqueous solution contacting a glass,
the model has no capabilities to predict the reaction kinetics. This topic is discussed in the
next section.

2.2 REACTION KINETICS

Predicting the time-dependent rate of reaction for a silicate glass or mineral requires a
kinetic rate equation describing the dependence of the reaction rate on the appropriate
activities of ions in the aqueous phase. The most successful of the kinetic models that have

been proposed are based upon transition-state theory (TST) (Aagaard and Helgeson 1982;
Murphy and Helgeson 1987). The key assumption in these models is that the dissolution rate
is controlled by the decomposition of an activated complex that leads to the detachment of a
hydrolyzed surface group. A configuration for the activated complex leading to the
dissolution of quartz has recently been calculated from ab initio computer simulations of the
surface of quartz as a H3SiOH.H20* moiety (Lasaga and Gibbs 1990). Although these studies
have significant implications for future model development, the practical application of TST
ignores the details of the reaction mechanism to write a semi--empirical expression for the
reaction rate derived from the Gibbs free energy change of the overall reaction as a function
of reaction progress (Aagaard and Helgeson 1982):



-A(_)
-'qi

-- S_:(1-e _)r I ai (9)"£" i

where

S -- surface area (m 2)

k-- intrinsic rate constant [mol/(m2"s)]

• qi = stoichiometric reaction coefficient for the ith reactant species

A= overall chemical affinity (kcal/mol)

o--- stoichiometric factor for tool reactant per tool activated complex (usually 1).

For the hydrolysis of silicate glasses and minerals in dilute aqueous solutions where the all2o
is essentially constant, Equation (9) reduces to

,_)

= SP,arln.(1 -e R"'r--) (10)dt

where the hydrogen ion activity is assumed to be the only parameter that directly modifies
the rate law. Combining Equations (6), (7), and (10) gives the following convenient form for
the dissolution rate law:

d_ " -rl
= SkaH. (1 - Q(_).). (11 )dt K

The key parameters that are required to apply Equation (11) are the intrinsic rate
constant, k, and the stoichiometric coefficient, rl. The experimental methods we are
employing to measure these parameters are described in Section 3.3. The parameters Q and
K in Equation (11) have been proposed by Grambow (1985) to correspond to the ion activity
product and equilibrium constant for a SiO2 polymorph such as chalcedony or amorphous

" silica. Bourcier, Knauss, and Merzbacher (1989) proposed that Q and K correspond to a
more complex pure phase or solid-solution consisting of an ideal mixture of amorphous SiO 2
and hydrous minerals. This hypothesis is intriguing because it allows the rate of glasse.

reaction to be influenced by the activities of other ions solution rather than just orthosilicic
acid as proposed by Grambow (1985). However, Advocat et al. (1990) found that
Grambow's simpler approach adequately described the results from their tests with a complex
nuclear waste glass. Modeling studies using both methods need to be conducted to determine
which approach provides better agreement with ISV products.



3.0 EXPERIMENTAL

In this section, we describe the experimental work that has been conducted at PNL to
test and validate the theory in Section 2.0 for application to ISV glass and crystalline waste
forms. Two types of test methods were employed; static tests using procedures developed for
evaluation of high-level nuclear waste glasses (MCC-1 and PCT te,',_,) and flow-through tests
designed to measure dissolution rate constants under controlled chemical conditions. The end
goal of performing these tests is to demonstrate sufficient understanding of the reaction of
ISV glass with water so that the release of radioactive and hazardous elements from the
remediated waste site can be predicted with confidence.

At the present time, our experiments have been limited :;amples from a pilot-scale
test of the ISV process (Farnsworth et al. 1990) and from a field test (Callow et al. 1991)
conducted at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The field test was
conducted at the subsurface disposal area (SDA) at the INEL. Application of the ISV process
at the SDA is unique in that the site contains buried steel drums containing Pu-contaminated
materials, organic wastes (such as trichloroethylene), and discarded lead shielding materials.
The materials, characterization methods, and analytical results from the laboratory tests are
given below.

3.1 MATERIALS

A description of the materials used and sample preparation method are given in the
fcllowing sections.

3.1.1 Materials Selection

The ES-4 ISV test was completed in December 1989 at the PNL Pilot-Scale Test
Facility. The melt geometry was in the form of a right circular cylinder approximately 60 cm
in diameter and 60 cm in length. The melt materials consisted of approximately 286 kg of
soi!., 20 kg of stainless steel and 20 kg of low carbon steel, 1.7 kg of paper, and 1.7 kg of
wc.,(_d. A series of EP Tox metals (including Ag, Ba, Pb, and Se) were also distributed
vertically along the centerline at 5 cm intervals.

Unfortunately, the large block of glass from this test was broken into pieces shortly
after cooling to room temperature. Records were not kept as to the original location of the

• individual pieces. Consequently, the exact location in the melt of the samples taken for
product evaluation is not known. However, the majority of the material consisted of what

. appeared to be relatively homogeneous gray-colored glass. One large (500 g) piece of glass,
typical of this material was selected and designated as ES4-1.

Seven samples from intermediate-scale field test (IFF) 2 were sent to PNL by EG&G
Inc. With tile exception of a sample designated IC007C90IE, each of the field samples
appeared to be partially devitrified with gray colored crystalline material interdispersed

ii



between a green glass phase. Sample IC038C90IE appeared to be completely devitrified with
no glass phase visible to the eye. The reader is referre0 to Callow et al. (1991) for a
complete description of the field test and the location where the samples were obtained.

3.1.2 Materials Characterization

Bulk chemical analysis of the ISV samples was performed by NaOH/Na202 and
KOH/KNO 3 fusions of samples ground to -200 mesh. The fusions were dissolved in
deionized water and analyzed by inductively coupled argon plasma emission spectroscopy
(ICP-AES). In addition, the Fe2+/Fe ratio was determined by standard colorimetric
techniques• The results from these analyses are given in Table 1.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses were also performed on each of the ISV samples.
These analyses showed that the primat3' crystalline phases in the ES4 sample were quartz,
cordierite (Mg2A14SisO18), and ct-Fe. However, percent crystallinity was less than 1% by
volume. In contrast, the only crystalline phase identified by XRD for sample IC007C90IE
was ct-Fe. For ali the other IFT samples, both ct-Fe and diopside (CaMgSi206) were
identified. Figures 2a-2c are scanning electron micrographs (SEM) that show typical areas of
the IFT samples that appeared to be completely crystalline to the eye. The figure clearly
shows, however, that the crystals are embedded in an amorphous matrix. Figure 2d shows a
typical quantitative energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (QEDS) analysis localized to a spot
on the glassy matrix and a crystallite. The comparison shows that the crystals are enhanced
in Mg, Ca, and Fe compared with the matrix• Diopside is a pyroxene with a crystal structure
(XYZ206) consisting of alternating tetrahedral- and octahedral-coordinated layers. Both Fe2+
and Mg 2. readily substitute in the octahedral Y-site and in the distorted 6-8 coordinated X
site. The exact stoichiometry could not be determined from the XRD analyses because of the
high amorphous background and small differences in the d-spacings and intensities that occur
as Fe2. substitutes for Mg 2. in the structure. However, the XRD analysis and QEDS analysis
are consistent with a general class of clinopyroxene minerals known as augite. Augite is a
Ca-Mg-Fe rich silicate that is commonly found in volcanic rocks. Since no suitable standards
for augite were available for comparison, %crystallinity in each of the IFT samples was
estimated (see Table 1) by comparison of peak intensities with diopside. The peak heights
were assumed to be linearly related to the mass fraction present in the ISV samples, which is
not strictly accurate because of matrix absorption effects. However, the values should be
good indicators of relative %crystallinity between samples.

Figure 3 shows part of the phase diagram for the system CaO-MgO-AI203-SiO 2 "
interpolated in the 12 wt% AI203 plane (Levin and McMurdie 1975). The analyzed
composition for both ES4-1 and the IFT samples are shown. For ES4-1, both cordierite and
quartz were identified from our XRD analyses consistent with two stable phases identified in
Figure 3. The major compositional difference between the ES4 samples and the IFT samples
is in the CaO content. The IFT samples have over three times more CaO by weight, which

12
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Figure 3. System CaO-MgO-AI203-SiO 2 for Compositions Lying in the
12% A1203 plane. Symbols shown correspond to: O ES4 Glass,
• IFT Glasses.

places them in the stability region for diopside crystallization (Figure 3). The so!idus
temperature for this phase is between 1135 and 1200°C, so the location where the IFT
samples were obtained must have beea held near this temperature range for a period of time
to promote crystallization of the diopside or augite.

3.1.3 Sample Preparation

Samples of glass to be used for MCC-1 type static tests (see Section 3.2.1) were cut
into coupons of approximately 4 cm2 surface area using a diamond impregnated saw. The
samples were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone, absolute ethanol, and deionized water, and
dried at room temperature for 2 h before being placed into a desiccator until needed.
Samples to be used for modified PCT tests (described later) were prepared by breaking the
glass into small pieces with a steel anvil and crushing the pieces with a mortar and pestle.

. The crushed material was sieved through a 100 mesh screen and collected on a 200 mesh
screen. After sieving this material, the granules that did not pass through the 200 mesh
screen were collected into 30 g batches. These batches were ultrasonically cleaned in
deionized water by decanting stirred supernate three times and replacing with fresh water. The
deionized water was decanted after the final rinse and replaced with 30 mL of absolute
ethanol. After decanting the ethanol, the cleaned glass was dried for 15 min at 50°C in a

15



vacuum oven. The separate batches of glass were then combined into a single jar and stored
in a desiccator until needed. An estimate of the specific surface area of the cleaned glass was
calculated as indicated in Appendix A, assumin_ a mean spherical size particle of 0.112-mm
diameter and a measured glass density of 2.7 g/_m3 to give 0.02 mZ/g. Surface area was also
measured by N2 BET. The measured area was 0.0138 +_0.005 mZ/g. The N 2 BET
measurement exhibited distinct nonlinear behavior with relative pressure. Consequently, the
accuracy of the measurement is uncertain. We have assumed a specific surface area of
0.02 mZ/g for all data reported here.

3.2 STATIC TESTS

3.2.1 Test Matrix

A series of closed-system, isothermal experiments was designed to elucidate the
dissolution behavior, alteration phase formation, and elemental solubilities for the INEL ISV
glasses. The test matrix is given in Table 2. Three different surface area-to-volume (S/V)
ratios were investigated with overlapping (S/V) X time as illustrated in Figure 4. This range
was selected so that sufficient glass reaction occurs to saturate the leachate with respect to the
major elements of concern. The 10 m 1 experiments were performed with the MCC-1 method
(Strachan, Turcotte, and Barnes 1981) and the higher SN tests used a procedure called the
Product Consistency Test (PCT) (Jantzen and Bibler 1987). The test matrix shown in Table 2
was performed in its entirety for samples ES4-1, IC007C90IE, IC027B90IE, IC038C90IE, and
IC048B90IW. Samples IC038B90IE, IC038D90IE, and IC048C90IW were only tested in
triplicate for 28 d duration using both MCC-1 and PCT test methods.

At the present time, only experiments at 90°C in deionized water have been conducted.
Although 90°C is far above the expected temperature range where the ISV waste form may
be contacted by water, the elevated temperature permits the more rapid formation of
crystalline alteration products that may be identified by surface analysis techniques and gives
a greater extent of alteration in a short period of time. Both of these factors simplify
comparison of the experimental results with model predictions. It has also been recently

Table 2. Static Test Matrix for ISV Product Evaluation

No. Tests

Material Tes....___tS/V, m1 Temperature 7d 14d 28d 56d 91d

ISV Glass MCC-1 10 90°C 1 3 1 1 3
Blank MCC-1 1 1 1 1 1

ISV Glass PCT 100 90°C 3 1 3 1 3
PCT 1000 90°C 3 1 3 1 3

Blank PCT 1 1 1 1 1
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demonstrated that the basic mechanism of the reaction of a complex waste glass with water
does not change up to 200°C (Delage and Dussossoy 1991). Consequently, assuming that the
appropriate temperature dependencies of the rate constants are known, extrapolating to a
lower temperature is straightforward using the mechanistic model described in Section 2.0.
However, low temperature experiments should be planned in future work to validate the
model at more realistic service temperatures.

3.2.2 Static Testin_ Procedure

A single coupon or appropriate mass of crushed glass was added to a Teflon PFA" jar
containing =40 ml of deionized water to achieve the desired SN ratio. The jar was then
sealed and placed in an oven that was kept at 90 _.+2°C. Because Teflon PFA is a relatively

8

porous polymer, atmospheric gases readily diffuse through the container wall, keeping the
leachate in contact with air during the test (McGrail 1986). At the end of the planned test
duration for the ES4-1 samples, the containers were removed from the oven and allowed tod

cool. The containers were then weighed and an aliquot of unfiltered leachate was removed to
determine pH and discarded. The remaining leachate was filtered, using a 0.45 #m filter, into

aPerfluoroalkoxy polymer, E. I. DuPont de Nemours, Wilmington, Delaware
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three polyethylene vials. Two of the leachates were acidified to 1 wt% HNO3; one was
analyzed by inductively coupled plasma emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) and the other
placed in storage. The third leachate sample was analyzed by ion chromatography (IC).

Because the ES4-1 leachates were allowed to cool before filtering and acidification,
precipitation of secondary phases may have occurred. To prevent this, the IFT samples were
treated in a different manner as follows: The container was removed from the oven and

weighed, then placed in a pre-heated metal block machined to fit the knurled containers.
Immediately, three 10 mL aliquots of leachate were removed and filtered using a 0.45/zm
filter_ and placed in three separate polyethylene vials. The pH of the leachate remaining in
the container was then measured. The temperature was measured immediately after the pH
measurement and was found to be 75 _.+5°C. The pH was also remeasured at room
temperature. As before, two of the leachates were acidified; one was analyzed by ICP-AES
and the other placed in storage. The unacidified sample was analyzed by IC.

3.3 SINGLE-PASS FLOW-THROUGH TESTS

As discussed in Section 2.2, modeling the dissolution kinetics of a silicate glass or
mineral requires that the key parameters 1_,the intrinsic rate constant, and rl, the
stoichiometric coefficient for all. be known. In traditional static leach tests, these parameters
cannot be determined because the chemical affinity term (1-Q/K) and pH change over the
course of the test. Instead, the conditions of the experiment must be controlled so that these
parameters are fixed. In a recent study by Knauss et al. (1990), the dissolution behavior of a
simple 5-component borosilicate glass was studied over a pH range of 2 to 13 and
temperatures from 25 to 70°C. Their results clearly showed that for their simple glass, the
forward rate (k:)a depended strongly on solution pH in addition to temperature. The
functional dependency of k, on H. activity has been well documented for a variety of silicate
minerals (Knauss and Wolery 1986). However, the study by Knauss et al. (1990) was the
first to identify this dependence for a simple simulated waste glass, lt remains to be seen
whether similar behavior is observed for much more compositionally complex waste glasses
and ISV glasses.

3.3.1 Apparatus

A single-pass flow-through cell was developed based on a modified design described in
Knauss et al. (1990). The apparatus of Knauss et al. utilized a plug flow type of reaction
cell. Testing conducted at PNL utilizing this design clearly showed that at 90°C, gas and/or
water vapor bubbles formed in the inlet tubes leading to the cell. Ali efforts to minimize
bubble formation by thoroughly degassing the supply water were unsuccessful in controlling
the bubble formation. The bubbles are of concern in a plug-flow cell because they may
exclude water contact over portions of the sample. Consequently, we modified the design of

aThe forward rate is defined here as the reaction rate at constant temperature and ati+.
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Knauss et al. from a plug-flow type of cell to a well-mixed tank type of cell that does not
have a flow path directly through the sample (Figure 5). Our design also permits the
maintenance of a controlled atmosphere during the test. With the present configuration, we
are able to simultaneously run 24 separate experiments; 12 tests can be run with 12 different
buffer solutions and the other 12 cells share a common buffer solution reservoir.

3.3.2 Buffer Solutions

' Ten separate buffer solutions were prepared covering pH range from 2 to 12. The
composition of the buffers was selected so that at most only 1 element (potassium) was

. present in both the buffer solutions and the glasses. The EQ3NR code was used to calculate
the 25 and 90°C pH of the solutions. Electrical balance was achieved by adjusting all.. The
composition of the buffers as well as the measured and calculated pH values are given in
Table 3. The room temperature pH of the effluent from the cells was checked periodically
over the course of the test. No pH changes could be detected over the 60 d run duration
within the experimental error of the pH measurement of approximately +_.0.1pH unit.

I

,.___.J

I .... ]

Valve

l I k_

Sample
• Oven Bottle

Petic
Pump

Figure 5. Schematic of Single-Pass Flow-Through Apparatus
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Table 3. Composition of Buffer Solutions Used for Single-Pass Flow-Through Tests

Buffer Composition Ia pH 25°C pH 25°C pH 90°C
(meas) (calc) (calc)

1 0.005 m KHPhth + 0.0123 m HCI 0.0131 2.38 2.13 2.14

2 0.005 m KHPhth + 0.0033 m HCI 0.0062 3.07 3.00 2.96

3 0,005 m KHPhth + 0.0003 rn HCI 0.0051 3.97 3.97 4.04

4 0.005 m KHPhth + 0.0018 m LiOH 0.0086 5.04 5.05 5.54 •

5 0,005 m KHPhth + 0.0041 m LiOH 0.0131 5.89 5.92 6.41

6 0.00,5 m H3BO 3 + 0.0003 m LiOH 0.0003 8.00 8.09 7.74 #

7 0.005 m H3BO 3 + 0.0020 m LiOH 0.0019 9.00 9.07 8.68

8 0.005 m H3BO 3 + 0.0044 na LiOH 0.0044 9.93 10.02 9.30

9 0.005 na LiCI + 0.0107 m LiOH 0.0214 11.94 12.14 10.56

10 0.005 na LiCI + 0.1265 na LiOH 0.1142 12.65 12.91 11.33

aStoichiometric ionic strength.

3.3.3 Procedure

Approximately 1 g of-100 +200 mesh glass from sample IC007C90IE was placed in
each of 10 flow-through cells that was pre-filled with a buffer solution given in Table 2. The
peristaltic pump was then turned on, giving a flow-rate of approximately 30 ml/d. The oven
was then brought up to the test temperature of 90 __.2°C. Approximately every 3 to 4 days,
each sample bottle was weighed and an aliquot of the effluent in each sample bottle was
removed, placed in separate container, and acidified to 1% HNO 3. These samples were
analyzed by ICP-AES. The remaining effluent solution was discarded and a clean sample
bottle replaced in-line. The flow rate was calculated for each cell from the weight change
and sample interval. Variability in the measured flow rates was small over the 60 d test
duration averaging between 2 and 5%.
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4.0 RESULTS

In this section, we present the test results from both flow-through and static
experiments that have been completed on INEL ISV samples. See Section 5.0, Discussion,
for an interpretation of these results.

4.1 SINGLE-PASS FLOW-THROUGH TEST

lr

At the present time, single-pass flow-through experiments have been completed only on
sample IC007C90IE at a single temperature of 90"C. Time-dependent concentrations

, measured for selected elements released from this sample are given in Figure 6. The data in
Figure 6 have been normalized by the measured bulk composition of the sample so that
equivalent concentrations of each element represent stoichiometric dissolution of the solid.
As expected, dissolution of the glass appears to be essentially stoichiometric over the entire
pH range with the exception of Na release which is consistently lower. The Na
concentrations were near the ICP-AES detection limit for most of the tests so these data are

probably unreliable. Note that steady-state concentrations are achieved after only a few days.
These results contrast with those of Knauss et al. (1990) where the solution concentrations
continued to decrease for several weeks. The rapid attainment of steady-state concentrations
with our apparatus suggests that bubble formation with the plug-flow design used by Knauss
et al. (1990) most likely accounts for the long times to achieve steady-state that they reported.

4.2 STATIC TESTS

A complete listing of the analytical chemistry results from both MCC-1 and modified
PCT static tests with the INEL ISV glasses we have studied to date is given in Appendix B.
We will present here selected data sets from these data to illustrate key points about the
dissolution behavior of the materials. Ali of the analytical chemistry data were entered into
an electronic format using the Excel a software package which is a widely supported
spreadsheet package for both IBM and Macintosh computer systems. However, the
spreadsheet format is poorly suited for extracting data sets that meet specific criteria. To
facilitate such queries, the Excel spreadsheet file was imported to an electronic database,
Superbase 4b. The Superbase 4 software package was used to selectively extract the data sets
used for the analyses reported in this Section. Currently, the ISV product evaluation database
contains over 10,000 entries and is available from the authors in either Excel or dBase file
format on request.

ii

'_ExcelTM is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, Washington.

bSuperbase 4 TM is a registered trademark of Precision Software Inc., Irving, Texas.
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4.2.1 ES4-1 Glass

Calculated values of the parameter reaction progress (_) are plotted in Figure 7 as a
function of the combined variable S-t/V. As long as the SN values are not too large where
the initial ion exchange can rapidly raise the solution pH, S.t/V provides a useful means of
scaling static test data. The scaling law is clearly obeyed for ES4-1 glass as demonstrated by
the excellent reproducibility of the data at different values of overlapping S/V. The line
indicated in Figure 7 was calculated from a non-linear least-squares fit to a function of theII

form:

• _ = A(1 -e -Bx)+Cx (12)

where A,B,C are fitting constants and x is S.t/V (d/m). Although a phenomenological basis
for the form of Equation (12) can be derived, we simply use the equation as a smoothing
function for calculating _ from our test data. The reader should not construe Equation (12) as
a mechanistic model describing the glass dissolution process as it is only valid for the
conditions of this experiment.

Sodium was used for the fit shown in Figure 7 because of its high solubility and limited
incorporation in secondary solids under the conditions of the experiment. Other elements,
such as A1 and Si become sequestered in secondary phases which makes them unsuitable for
monitoring reaction progress as is clearly illustrated in Figure 8.

I I I

ES4-1

DeionizedWater
90°C

o -3 _ _ -E
..8"

--

£ rn

°c-

._
_ -4 - -

rr"
O 10m"1o
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-5 i i
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Figure 7. Reaction Progress (,_) as a Function of S.t/V For Different S/V
Test Ratios. Sodium concentrations were used to calculate _.
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Using Equation (12), a reaction progress value was calculated for each value of S.t/V in
the static tests. Thb permits us to plot concentrations for each element released from the ISV
product as a function of reaction progress @) as illustrated in Figure 9. By converting the
data to this format, it is then possible to directly compare the solution concentration values
measured in the static tests with predictions from a geochemical reaction path code such as
EQ3/6.

4.2.2 IFT Samples

As was done for the ES-4 samples, smoothing functions were fit to the static test data
for the IFT samples as illustrated in Figure 10. However, Equation (12) provided a poor fit
to the data so a smoothing function of the form

= Alogx +a (13)
I

was used instead. Sodium values were again used to track reaction progress. The slopes of
the lines (A in Equation [13]) were found to vary from sample to sample from between 0.58
and 0.68. The proximity of the fit to a x/t dependence has led many researchers in the past to '
the incorrect conclusion that the glass dissolution proceeds by a diffusion-controlled process.
As the data for Al, Ca, and Si clearly indicate, solution chemical effects control the release
rate, and the proximity to a dt behavior is an artifact of the complex changes in solution
chemistry that occur as the ISV product d_:,solves in water.
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Releases of selected elements as a function of _ are plotted in Figures 11 and 12 for
samples IC007C90IE and IC027B90IE. Sample IC007C90IE was analyzed as x-ray
amorphous whereas sample IC027B90IE was analyzed as 20% crystalline. Otherwise, the
two samples are essentially identical in composition (see Table 1). A close examination of
these two figures shows that there are distinct differences in the solution concentrations
between the two samples. To obtain a more detailed understanding of the differences in the
dissolution behavior among the IFT samples, a statistical comparison of the mean
concentrations between the amorphous sample IC007C90IE and IFr samples IC048B90IW,
IC038C90IE, and IC027B90IE was performed. The latter three samples are listed in the order
of increasing %crystallinity. A two-sample approximate t-statistic was computed from the
formula (DuMouchel 1987)

M_-My
tR "

I 6 (14)

A2(. 1 _.3_1 ) N.*'--"_-0"1+ e t

where
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.a,l_= median of sample x

M._,= median of sample y

A = pooled interquartile range

N.,,-- number of observations in sample x

Ny = number of observations in sample y.

The computed approximate t-statistic is compared against a student's t-distribution with

Nx+Ny-2 degrees of freedom. Since the subject experiments were performed in triplicate, we
selected a confidence level of 99% with 4 degrees of freedom. Thus, a computed t-statistic of
greater than 3.75 or less than -3.75 indicates a statistically significant variance in the means
of the two samples at the 99% confidence level.

The results from the computed t-statistic analysis are given in Figure 13. The shaded
area represents the 99% confidence interval. Values falling above the shaded area have
higher mean concentrations compared with sample IC007C90IE and values below the shaded
area have smaller mean concentrations. Also drawn on Figure 13 are two vertical lines that
represent the S.t/V values of two test methods that have been commonly used to compare
between borosilicate waste glasses and between waste glasses and ISV products. The
statistical analysis clearly shows that dissolution behavior of the devitrified ISV products is
different from the amorphous sample IC007C901E. However, there is no clear conclusion as
to the relative effect of devitrification on the dissolution behavior. Release of AI is clearly
smaller or unaffected by devitrification at S.t/V values less than 5000 d/m. However, at
higher values of S.t/V, Al releases become significantly larger. Si release is lower throughout
the entire S-t/V range we studied. Sodium, as does AI, shows initially lower releases at small
S.t/V that finally exceed the mean concentration values for IC007C90IE at the largest S.t/V
value studied. In Section 5.0, we provide a phenomenological explanation as to why this
behavior is observed with the devitrified samples. The key point to be made here is that
single point experiments, such as the PCT test and MCC-1 test, cannot be used to make
reli:'.ble comparisons among waste forms. Based on an MCC-1 test alone, a conclusion could
be drawn from the data in Figure 13 that the devitrified samples have better overall durability
than the amorphous sample. This conclusion is clearly in error. Single point experiments
only provide information at that single time and should never be used to extrapolate.
Consequently, comparing the durability of an ISV glass with a natural obsidian or waste glass
using a single point experiment, such as the PCT, is neither an accurate nor defensible basis

• for comparing the long-term durability of the materials.
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5.0 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the results from both static and flow-through testing of ISV
products to develop a consistent understanding of the dissolution behavior of the materials.

5.1 SINGLE-PASS FLOW-THROUGH TESTS

Dissolution rates in the single-pass flow-through experiments were calculated at each
pH value from the steady-state concentrations of Si measured in the effluent. The measured
Si concentrations were converted to dissolution rate by

_ qCsi (15)
Sfsi

where

= dissolution rate (g/m e)

Csi = blank corrected steady-state concentration of Si (g/m3)

q = flow rate (m3/d)

fsi = mass fraction of Si in the sample

S = surface area (mZ).

The steady-state Si concentration was calculated from a fit to a function of the form
A.(1-e _t) as shown in Figure 6. A plot of the measured dissolution rate of sample
IC007C90IE as a function of pH is shown in Figure 14. These data are compared with the
dissolution rate measured for a borosilicate waste glass, designated P0798 (McGrail 1992).

To interpret the dissolution rate data obtained in the single-pass flow-through test, we
divide both sides of Equation (11) by S and set Q=.0 to write

logk = logk +n [pH]. (16)

From a plot of log _: versus pH, log k and r I can be determined from the intercept and slope,
respectively, of a least-squares fit to Equation (16). The results from the fit to the data shown
in Figure 14 are given in Table 4. In the neutral-to-alkaline pH range, where a typical
groundwater contacting an ISV solid would be expected, the intrinsic rate constant (k) for the
ISV product is about two orders of magnitude smaller than the intrinsic rate for the
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Table 4. Regressed Values of Parameters r I and log k Obtained From Least-Squares
Fit to Equation (16) and Data Shown in Figure 14

Glass q log k q log k

[g/(m2.d) ] [g/(m 2.d) ]

Acidic to Neutral Neutral to Basic

IC007C90IE -0.197 +0.031 -0.81 +0.12 0.321 _+0.041 -3.80 +0.41

P0798 -0.278 _+0.041 1..33 +0.19 0.214 -+0.022 -1.91 _+0.20
,

borosilicate waste glass. The intrinsic rate constant is a fundamental materials property that

depends only on glass composition and temperature. The difference in the intrinsic rate is

consistent with the higher alumina and silica content and melting temperature of the ISV

product compared with the waste glass. This does not necessarily mean that releases of

encapsulated radionuclides will be two orders of magnitude lower with the ISV product

(assuming equivalent waste loading). The radionuclide release rate is determined by many

other factors including the chemistry of the groundwater contacting the solid.
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5.2 STATIC TESTS

The ultimate goal of conducting static experiments with ISV products is to determine

how well or how poorly a predictive model reproduces the data. This goal presents a

considerable challenge with the ISV products since we have studied eight glasses with

different composition and thermal history and have over 10,000 pieces of analytical data! It

would be highly undesirable to have a unique set of thermodynamic data and secondary

minerals associated with each material. In essence this would amount to a fitting exercise

that defeats the purpose of having a mechanistic model. Consequently, the approach we have

taken in attempting to model this large data set is to establish a consistent set of

thermodynamic data and secondary minerals that reproduces the solution chemistry in each

data set. To simplify the analysis further, the computer simulations were performed on three

individual glasses. The ES4 composition was selected as representative of the composition

from the engineering-scale tests; sample IC007C90IE was selected as representative of an

amorphous solid from IFT 2 and sample IC027B90IE as representative of the devitrified

product. Sample IC027B90IE was selected for the devitrified product because it was one of

the most highly crystallized samples and also had the most complete static testing data set.
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Figure 15. Paragenetic Sequence of Mineral Phases Predicted to Form in
Static Tests With ES4 Glass
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The first step that was performed was to enter the final solution composition from one
of the static tests, in this case from ES-4, and run the EQ3NR code. The EQ3NR code

calculates the charge imbalance and saturation indices for the minerals in its thermodynamic
database based upon the input solution composition. The results from this calculation
indicated that approximately 30 minerals and 7 solid solutions a were highly supersaturated,
and 7 minerals were near saturation. In most instances, the supersaturated phases were high
temperature phases that could not form under the conditions of our experiments, or the
thermodynamic data were acknowledged to be of poor quality. The one exception was a
dioctahedral smectite "solid solution" that was found to be nearly two orders of magnitude
supersaturated. Smectites are common alteration minerals in glass/water systems and would
be expected to form in these experiments. The smectite solid solution in the EQ3NR database
consists of a mixture of Ca, K, Na, and Mg beidellite, nontronite, and montmorillonite.

Reaction path simulations consist of "dissolving" a solid in 1 kg of water in discrete
steps. At each step in reaction progress, saturation indices are checked with respect to a set
of minerals in the thermodynamic database. Once a saturation index of 0 or greater is
achieved for a mineral, precipitation is assumed to occur instantaneously. In this case, the
supersaturated mineral phases identified from the EQ3NR run were not allowed to precipitate
in the reaction path simulations performed with the EQ6 code. We also set equilibrium
constraints with atmospheric pressure of CO 2 and 02 because the experiments were performed
in Teflon PFA containers that are permeable to atmospheric gases. The simulations were run
to a maximum reaction progress of 3x10 3 mol/kg, consistent with maximum reaction progress
achieved in the static tests. Initial comparisons of the predicted solution composition with the
measurements indicated good agreement with the test data. However, the orthopyroxene solid
solution was also suppressed although the phase was indicated approximately saturated from
the EQ3NR run. The ferrosilite end-member is not stable under the oxidizing conditions of
the experiments and the thermodynamic data was acknowledged to be of poor quality. In this
manner then, a set of mineral phases were identified that achieved good agreement with the
data from the static tests with ES4 glass. The predicted sequence of precipitation and relative
amount of these phases is shown in Figure 15. The clinoptilolite solid solution is a mixture
of Ca, K, Mg, and Na clinoptilolite end members. The epidote solid solution is a mixture of
clinozoisite [Ca2AI3Si3012(OH)] and epidote [Ca2FeAI2Si3012(OH)] . As shown in Figure 9,
the predicted concentrations of the major cations released from the glass as a function of
reaction progress is in excellent agreement with the analytical data with the exception of the
Ca concentrations, which are higher by about a factor of two. It should be stated here that
none of the predicted mineral phases has been identified in our experiments. Programmatic
funding was terminated before the surface analyses were completed.

aA solid solution has a precise thermodynamic and structural meaning that is not consistent
with the EQ3/6 documentation. A "solid solution" in the EQ3/6 package is implemented as a
ideal mixing model of a set of end member phases.
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The primary difference in chemical composition of samples ES4 and IC007C90IE is in
the Ca content; the IFT sample having nearly three times more Ca by weight. A comparison
of the element concentrations in Figures 9 and 11 shows that the differences in composition
have a significant effect on the solution concentrations of some elements. In particular, the
Ca concentrations are approximately three times higher with IC007C90IE. The difference is
not directly related to higher Ca content of the IC007C90IE sample since solubility
constraints are clearly affecting the solution concentrations in both experiments. In fact, the
Al concentrations are lower by about a factor of two despite the similar Al content of the
samples.

To understand the differences in the solution composition that occur with these glasses,
the EQ6 code was run with the same set of mineral phase constraints as was done for the
simulations with the ES4 glass, but the input glass composition was changed to correspond
with the bulk composition of sample IC007C90IE. The results are illustrated in Figure 11.
Calcium concentrations were predicted to increase relative to the ES4 glass simulations,
although about 30% lower than the test data. The AI concentrations fell by approximately a
factor of two in accordance with the experimental measurements. For this series of samples,
at temperature pH values were available for direct comparison with the code predictions;
these measurements agree with the simulations within about 0.5 pH unit at the highest values
of reaction progress.

The differences in the solution composition between these two glasses can be
understood from the changes in secondary minerals that form during the course of the
dissolution process. The predicted sequence of secondary minerals to precipitate and relative
mol% of each mineral are shown in Figure 16 for sample IC007C90IE. In the case of
IC007C90IE, the Mg and Ca nontronites dissolve in favor of the more soluble epidote-ss
which forms at three times the mol% of the ES4 simulation. This results in higher Ca
concentrations but a decrease in A1 concentration as this element is consumed in the

precipitation of the epidote.

The final test of the simulation capabilities of the reaction path model was to test
whether the effects of devitrification of the IFT samples could be simulated. As was
discussed in Section 4.0 and shown in Figure 13, crystallization of IFT samples had a
statistically significant effect on the solution concentrations of the major cations. To simulate
this effect, we established the same constraints on mineral phase precipitation that were used
for modeling the ES4 and IC007C90IE static test data with one exception. For sample
IC027B90IE (=20% crystallized by volume), we allowed diopside to precipitate. Diopside is
the closest mineral present in the EQ3/6 database to simulate augite, which was identified by

. XRD and QEDS analysis. By allowing the diopside to precipitate, the resulting sequence of
secondary minerals was changed from that of the compositionally-similar IC007C90IE sample
as illustrated in Figure 17. In this case, the presence of the diopside stabilizes both Ca-
nontronite and Ca-beidellite at the expense of the enstatite and epidote-ss.
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Because the diopside is less soluble, peak Ca concentrations are reduced by over
1 mg/kg in the simulations (see Figure 12) which is smaller than the 3 mg/kg difference
observed in the static tests but at least the trend is in the correct direction. Peak AI

concentrations increase from about 3.5 to 4.5 mg/kg which is excellent agreement with the
experimental data. Silicon concentrations are predicted to be smaller in the test with the
devitrified sample relative to the amorphous sample by about 20%, again in excellent
agreement with the trends observed in the experimental data.

In summary, a mineral phase assemblage has been established that reproduces the
essential features of the solution chemistry observed in closed-system tests with a diverse

• range of ISV product samples of different elemental composition and thermal history. This is
a significant accomplishment considering the uncertainties in the thermodynamic data and in
the selection of appropriate mineral assemblages to control the solution chemistry.
Improvements to the model can be obtained only by a thorough study of the alteration phases
that form on the surfaces of these ISV products and by obtaining good thermodynamic data
for these phases where they do not exist or are known to be unreliable. However, the present
study establishes considerable confidence in the overall approach of using a geochemical
model such as EQ3/6 to predict the long-term behavior of ISV products.

Although we have not attempted it here, there is sufficient information in this report to
test the kinetic theory (Equation [11]) in predicting the reaction kinetics for sample
IC007C90IE. Unfortunately, this is the only sample tor which we have completed the
necessary rate constant measurements, and then only at 90"C. The single-pass flow-through
apparatus is well-suited for obtaining tt,__necessary rate constants for a homogeneous solid.
Interpretation of the data from this test for a devitrified ISV product is considerably more
difficult. This is because the residual glass matrix and crystalline phase(s) are likely to have
considerably different dissolution behavior compared with the amorphous solid, lt may be
necessary, for example, to study the dissolution behavior of selected clinopyroxene minerals
separately to unambiguously determine the intrinsic rate constants that are needed to apply the
kinetic theory.
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6.0 CONCLUSION

A series of experiments was performed to determine the dissolution behavior of samples
produced from the ISV processing of typical soils from the INEL subsurface disposal area.
Dissolution rate constant measurements were completed at 90"C over the pH range 2 to 11 for
one sample obtained from a field test of the ISV process. The results showed an intrinsic
dissolution rate constant approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than measured on a

° typical borosilicate waste glass. Depending on pH, this translates to a dissolution rate
between 5 to 100 times slower than a waste glass.

, Extensive static testing of samples from pilot-scale tests and a field test of the ISV
process were also completed. Devitrified samples from the field test showed marked
differences in dissolution behavior from amorphous samples of equivalent bulk composition
taken from different locations in the melt. Depending on the type and length of the test,
different conclusions could be drawn as to the effect of devitrification on the durability of the
product. However, using a consistent set of constraints on mineral precipitation, excellent
agreement was obtained between the solution composition observed in the laboratory and the
composition predicted with the EQ3/6 geochemical code. Differences in elemental releases
among different samples were predicted to be the result of different secondary solids that
form during the course of the reaction of the ISV product with water. Post-test
characterization of the secondary phases formed in the laboratory tests is needed to validate
the model predictions. Additional thermodynamic and kinetic data on the mineral augite will
be required to adequately explain the differences in the dissolution kinetics of the partially-
devitrified ISV products.
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APPENDIX A

CALCULATION OF SPECIFIC SURFACE AREA

Glossary

p = glass density (g/m3)
m -- glass mass (g)
S = surface area (m2)
Ss = specific surface area (m2/g)
N = number of particles
r = mean radius of particles (m)

Assuming the ground glass can be approximated by a spherical particle, the mass and surface
area are given by

A

m = -'Nnpr 3 (A.1)
3

S = 4Nhr z. (A.2)

Solving Equation A.1 for N gives

3m
N = _. (A.3)3

4npr

Substituting Equation A.3 into Equation A.2 and simplifying gives

S = _.3m (A.4)
pr

Setting m = 1 in Equation A.4, the specific surface area is given by

3
S = _. (A.5)

pr

A.I



Table A.1 lists the nominal sieve openings for 100 to 400 mesh screen sizes. The average
particle diameter for a -100 +200 mesh powder is therefore 0.1118 mm and for a -140 +200
mesh powder 0.0889 mm. The specific surface area for any glass powder can be calculated
by substituting the appropriate r value and appropriate density for the glass in Equation A.5.

Table A.1. Nominal Openings for Standard Test Sieves

Sieve Mesh Size Nominal Sieve

Opening (mm)
100 0.1499

120 0.1245

140 0.1041

170 0.0889

200 0.0737

230 0.0635

270 0.0533

325 0.0432

400 0.0381

A.2
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